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The Newsletter
Re-cap of the month, plus announcements:
Dear all
Paul Pilkington did a great job with the drinks during February, thank you Paul. Richard Clough will be doing March from the
second Saturday with Margaret Marshall standing in for Richard next Saturday.
The present 10.2 km course continues until 23 March, followed by 12.0 km from 30 March until 4 May.
On 16 March we are conducting the “Trotters Aged Handicap Race” organised Alex Rosser. Alex has received responses
from those named below and their handicaps are noted alongside their name. You will note the first start time is 6:12 am.
Trotters Aged Handicap Race - 10.2 Km Standard Trotters Route
Saturday, March 16th 2019
Any Trotter or guest can enter
Age on start date
Men
Women
82
71,70
69
81
68
80
67
79
66
78
65,64
77
63
76
62,61
75
60
74
59,58
73, 72
57
71,70
56,55
69,68
54,53
67,66,65
52,51
64,63
50,49

Start
Time
6:12
6:13
6:14
6:15
6:16
6:17
6:18
6:19
6:20
6:21
6:22
6:23
6:24
6:25
6:26

Below are some of those for whom I have an
Age or birth year + Month

Ron Brew
Robyn Armstrong

Ursula Chmiel
Alex Rosser, Bruce Grime, Paul Pilkington
Peter Welch

Nick Drayson
Chris Curran, Roger Mail
George Chmiel
Geoff Russell, Nick Swan
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62,61,60
59,58,57
56,55,54
53 – 50
49,48,47
46 – 43
< 33

•

48,47
46,45,44
43 – 40
39 – 34
33 & <33

6:27 Catherine Thrum, Ralph Pain
6:28 Martin Backhouse, Donald Garton
6:29 Rob Thomson, Martin Smith
6:30 Mike Morrissey*, Michael Fortune, Ed Thrum
6:31 Phil South
6:32
7:07
If Quentin Morley(our record holder) attended now, this would
be his start time.

3 minute penalty because of winning last year.
Anyone not listed above is welcome to join in. The
list above are those who ran last year.

Winery Running Festival
Saturday, 20 July to Sunday, 21 July 2019
Vintage Golf Resort & Spa, Rothbury, Hunter Valley, NSW
The Winery Running Festival in the Hunter Valley from Saturday, 20 July to Sunday, 21 July 2019 has a full 42.2km marathon,
21.1km half marathon, 10km & 6km fun runs and a kid’s marathon.
This unique running festival offers the full package of running, tourism and lifestyle experiences. It's not everyday that you
get to run through world famous gardens, historic homesteads, international golf resorts and of course, some of the most
famous wineries in Australia. Mix that with a huge selection of races, friendly country race crew, loads of prizes and you
have an event not to be missed.
Distances/Events
Saturday:
Night Marathon (42.2km) Solo and Relay teams of four
Sunday:
Kids 2 km, 6 km, 10 km, half Marathon.
As most of you know Turramurra Trotters is 45 this year (April) and we have decided to make this weekend (July) a
memorable weekend in celebration. If you are planning to go you would need to make accommodation arrangements soon.
I thank Les Bruce for promoting this and would you please send him an email (les.bryce1@gmail.com) once you have
decided to go.
A reminder about the Rotary Lindfield Fun Run on 7 April 2019.
Regards
Alan
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Running v weights: which is better for keeping cells 'young'

Aerobic activities like jogging and interval training can make our cells biologically younger, according to a
noteworthy new experiment. Weight training may not have the same effect, the study found, raising interesting
questions about how various types of exercise affect us at a microscopic level and whether the differences
should perhaps influence how we choose to move.
There is mounting and rousing evidence that being physically active affects how we age, with older people who
exercise typically being healthier, more fit, better muscled and less likely to develop a variety of diseases and
disabilities than their sedentary peers. But precisely how, at an interior, molecular level, exercise might be
keeping us youthful has not been altogether clear. Past studies have shown that exercise alters the workings of
many genes, as well as the immune system, muscle-repair mechanisms and many other systems within the body.
Some researchers have speculated that the most pervasive anti-ageing effects of exercise may occur at the tips
of our chromosomes, which are capped with tiny bits of matter known as telomeres. Telomeres seem to protect
our DNA from damage during cell division but, unfortunately, shorten and fray as a cell ages. At some point, they
no longer safeguard our DNA, and the cell becomes frail and inactive or dies.
Many scientists believe that telomere length is a useful measure of a cell's functional age.rtlist
But researchers have also found that telomeres are mutable. They can be lengthened or shortened by lifestyle,
including exercise. A 2009 study, for instance, found that middle-age competitive runners tended to have much
longer telomeres than inactive people of the same age. Their telomeres were almost as lengthy of those of
healthy, young people. But that study was associational; it showed only that older people who ran also were
people with extended telomeres, not that the exercise necessarily caused that desirable condition.
For the new study, which was published in November in the European Heart Journal, many of the same scientists
involved in the 2009 study decided to directly test whether exercise would change telomeres. They also hoped
to learn whether the type and intensity of the exercise mattered.
The researchers began by recruiting 124 middle-age men and women who were healthy but did not exercise.
They determined everyone's aerobic fitness and drew blood to measure telomere length in their white blood
cells (which usually are used in studies of telomeres, because they are so readily accessible). They also checked
blood markers of the amount and activity of each person's telomerase, an enzyme that is known to influence
telomere length.
Then some of the volunteers randomly were assigned to continue with their normal lives as a control or to start
exercising.
Others started a supervised program of brisk walking or jogging for 45 minutes three times a week, or a thriceweekly, high-intensity interval program consisting of four minutes of strenuous exercise followed by four
minutes of rest, with the sequence repeated four times.
The final group took up weight training, completing a circuit of resistance exercises three times a week.
Researchers monitored people's heart rates during their workouts, and the exercisers continued their programs
for six months. Afterward, everyone returned to the lab, where the scientists again tested fitness and drew
blood.
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At this point, the volunteers who had exercised in any way were more aerobically fit. There were sizable
differences, however, between the groups at a molecular level. Those men and women who had jogged or
completed intervals had much longer telomeres in their white blood cells now than at the start, and more
telomerase activity. The weight trainers did not. Their telomeres resembled those of people in the control group,
having remained about the same or, in some instances, shortened during the six months.
These results would seem to indicate that exercise needs to be aerobically taxing to extend telomeres and slow
cellular-level aging, said Dr Christian Werner, a cardiologist and researcher at the University of Saarland in
Germany, who led the new study.
"In the parameters we looked at, endurance exercise was clearly ahead of resistance training," he said.
But the findings do not indicate that weight training does not combat ageing, Dr Werner said. Like the other
workouts, it improved people's fitness, he said, which is one of the most important indicators of longevity.
Overall, he said, the results underscore that differing types of exercise almost certainly lead to potentially
synergistic impacts on our cells and bodily systems. He and his colleagues would like to study the cellular effects
of various combinations of endurance and strength training.
But for now, the message of the new study, he said, is that exercise of any kind may change the nature of ageing,
even for people who are already middle-aged.
"It is not too late," he said, "to keep your cells young."

Sprinting, fartlek and Romanian deadlifts – how to get better at running
Every week I run 40km, and every week it takes a little bit longer. Can I stop the rot?

Running battle ... Phil Daoust with Jenny Tomei.
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I’ve been running for about five years. I started because I wanted to get fitter and I carried on because it worked.
When you’re in your 50s, with a job that is mostly sitting on your arse, you have to do something.
Running suits my lifestyle. I live in London, about 14km (nine miles) from work, so when I’m feeling energetic, I

can run all the way there in about 1hr 20min. The city being what it is, I couldn’t get there much faster by public
transport. Other days, I can squeeze six or seven kilometres into my lunchbreak. In a good week, I can notch up
40km without totally neglecting my wife, stepkids, cat and dog.
But lately I’ve been having doubts. One of the nicest things about doing a sport – for me, at least – is the
knowledge that you’re getting better: that you’re running faster, or longer, or more elegantly. I’m not. Too many
outings are just a little bit slower than the one before. I’ve got in the habit of signing up for races and then not
turning up since I know I’ll disappoint myself.
Which is why, one chilly October morning, I find myself on an appallingly steep hill, running up and down it as
fast as I can before the sun is up. It’s why, on another pre-dawn morning, I am in a deserted park, sprinting and
resting, sprinting and resting until I think my lungs will burst. And it’s why, for the first time in my life, I buy a
barbell and start watching weightlifting videos.
There’s a plan to all this and it comes from Jenny Tomei, the personal trainer I’ve asked to get me out of my rut.
A keen runner herself, Jenny has spent more than an hour quizzing me about how I eat (OK), how much I sleep
(not nearly enough) and how much I drink (the less said, the better), as well as how much and how fast I run,
how I warm up and what other exercise I take. She has also watched me run, so she can look at my technique.
Apparently, although it’s OK to kick up my heels as high I do – Mo Farah does it – I shouldn’t bounce quite so
much.
Together we come up with a tough but achievable target: that in two months I will run my fastest-ever 16km. It’s
a goal that appeals because as well as being a classic distance in its own right – 10 miles in old money – it’s a bit
more than my usual long runs. After that, I tell myself, going back to 14km will be a doddle. And all I will have to
do is put myself through hell for eight weeks.
I exaggerate. Jenny doesn’t ask me to do anything I can’t, but she does push me harder than I would have
pushed myself. Which, I suppose, is the point.
, glutes, lower back and hips.
There’s a lot I don’t like the sound of – but that has been true of every running plan I’ve tried to follow.
Infuriatingly, most experts insist that if you want to get faster over long distances you must first get faster over
short distances. In other words, you have to do a lot of sprinting – even if, like me, you hate it – or mix it with
slower running in what’s known as fartlek. Jenny’s plan has plenty of this, too, My new schedule features runs of
10-15km on Monday and Friday, separated by two much shorter outings that emphasise hill climbs and sprints. To
stop me getting bored over the weekends, there’s that weightlifting: 50 Romanian deadlifts, which involve raising
a 60kg barbell, straight-legged, from my shins to mid-thigh. This should do wonders for my hamstrings but this
time I’m determined to follow the plan properly, rather than ignore the bits I don’t like.
What I do like about this plan is that it has been built for me. Like all running programmes, it starts gently then
ramps up, with the longer outings getting longer and faster, and the shorter ones featuring more sprinting and
less resting. But having two long runs during the week is a big deviation from the standard routine of one long
one on a Saturday or Sunday. It’s a great fit with my combination of chronic insomnia and runnable commute.
That’s something you don’t get off the peg.
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My motto for the next few months comes from Nietzsche: what does not kill us makes us stronger. Although I’ll
never enjoy sprinting, which is why I haven’t done it since school, I discover I can do it, and it has the great virtue
of being over quickly. When I mention this to Jenny, she cuts the recovery time I’m allowed between sprints. I’m
happy with this. If I have to be out in the cold and dark, I would rather be running than just standing there and
shiver-sweating.
There’s another thing I like about Jenny’s plan: she wants me to eat more. Although I could do with losing a few
kilos (see photos), she doesn’t approve of my habit of running on an empty stomach. Even first thing in the
morning, she says, I need something light and easily digested.
I’m not entirely convinced, as eating shortly before exercise makes me worry about coming over all Paula Radcliffe,
but on the mornings I’m running I cram in a porridge bar or a piece of toast and peanut butter the minute I’m up.
It works: my long runs seem easier than they used to, presumably because I have some fuel for my muscles. And
though I struggle with my speed, it’s not because I’m too slow.
My target pace – which we call the “race pace”, though the only person I’ll be competing with is my old, slow
self – is about 5min 10sec a kilometre, which would not be fast for many seasoned runners. It’s about 20sec
quicker than my previous best over the same distance.
Perhaps because of all the sprinting – when I go flat out, with no attempt to keep anything in reserve – I keep
running too fast, however much I try to slow down. Soon I am averaging 5min 9sec on the long runs, then 5min
3sec and 5min 2sec. These aren’t the full 16km, and I usually feel close to collapse by the end, but I am confident
that once I learn to pace myself, I will hit that 5min 10sec target for the full 16km, and probably beat it.
And then it all goes bosoms-up. Three weeks before race day, I get a sharp pain in my groin. I cut that run short,
have a few days off, think things are getting better … and then, as I’m starting another set of sprints, I get that
stabbing pain again. It’s there whenever I lift my knee high – not just when I’m running, but also when I’m
stepping in and out of my pants.
A physio tells me I’ve injured my hip flexors, high up in the inner thigh, then gives me a painful massage and
prescribes a lot of stretches and exercises that will eventually correct the problem and make me less injuryprone.
But that’s for the long term. In the meantime, that 16km race is not going to happen. When this sinks in, I spend
several hours feeling angry, frustrated and sorry for myself.
Then I pull myself together. This setback is annoying, but that’s all. It’s not the first injury I’ve had, and this
training has shown me that, no, I’m not doomed to get slower and slower – at least not just yet.
I sign up for a half-marathon in the spring, by which time I plan to be fully healed and race-ready. And I text
Jenny: “I need you to do me another plan

Exercise: what’s the bare minimum I can do?

Modern high-intensity workouts are seductively short – but do they offer the same life-extending benefits as
established exercise regimes?

Minimum effort, maximum reward

Is it boom time for the fitness business? One in seven people in the UK is believed to be a member of a gym, 2018
saw the number of gyms exceed 7,000 for the first time, and by 2022 the private health and fitness club market
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alone is predicted to be worth a whopping £3.9bn. Such is the demand for workout spaces that the Financial Times
wondered: “Is gym the new pub?”
But other stats suggest that we’ve never been so idle. A 2017 survey from Kantar Public found that more than a
third of the UK population never exercise, with the Department of Health estimating that such inactivity costs
the economy around £8.2bn each year through treatment costs for lifestyle-related diseases such as obesity, and
the indirect costs of sickness absence at work. And a recent study by the World Health Organisation found that
little progress had been made in improving physical activity levels in the UK between 2001 and 2016.
While many of us start with good intentions, various surveys suggest that a substantial number of those gym
memberships go largely unused, with many of us citing lack of time, or tiredness after work, as the major
hurdles. It is perhaps telling that some of the most popular fitness trends on the market are regimes like CrossFit
and Tabata, intense workout programmes that promise high gains in the shortest possible time, often a matter of
minutes.
Rather than emphasising targets, governing bodies are increasingly adopting an “anything is better than
nothing” mantra; so much so that in the past decade, increased amounts of funding and research have been
devoted to understanding the minimum amount of exercise we can get away with in order to maintain optimum
health.
So what does science tell us?

Existing recommendations

For many years, the official recommendations from Public Health England and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in the US have stated that we need at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity cardio per week – which
roughly equates to about five park runs – and at least two sets of strengthening activities, on all of the major
muscle groups.

NHS Direct recommends cycling as part of a 150-minutes-per-week cardio fitness regime.
These numbers are based on intensive statistical analysis of more than 40 years of research. Scientists define the
“150 minute” mark as the average amount of time where the majority of people will see benefits in everything
from cholesterol levels to body fat percentage, sleep quality, mental health, bone density, and even holding back
the ageing process.
“We did a study where we took skin biopsies, and in people who exercised regularly we found that the skin
looked 20 years younger,” says Mark Tarnopolsky, professor of paediatrics and medicine at McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario. “And when we took sedentary older adults, and trained them for three months with this
amount of exercise, there was a youthening of the skin by about 20 years.”
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Scientists agree that 150 minutes a week of moderate-intensity cardio has consistently been shown to extend
lifespan by an average of three to four years, as well as a reduction in incidence of everything from
cardiovascular disease to depression, and most cancers.
“All the recent data we have on exercise suggests a lot of powerful things with respect to diseases being
minimised,” says Jinger Gottschall, associate professor of kinesiology at Penn State University, Pennsylvania.
“It’s really motivating to see what can be achieved, but the sad thing is, so many people don’t do it.”

More intensity, less time

To try to make exercise more palatable, scientists have been investigating ways to get the same physiological
benefits in much shorter periods of time. When it comes to cardio, one way to do this appears to be upping the
intensity, as is the case with Tabata and other high-intensity interval training (HIIT) programmes.
“There’s good evidence that if you increase the intensity, workouts which involve just a few minutes of exercise
in total can still be extremely effective,” says Martin Gibala, professor of kinesiology at McMaster University,
Ontario, and one of the scientists who has pioneered research in this area. Scientists think this is because the
body registers that it is losing a lot of energy, and so provides more stimulation to key molecular signalling
pathways involved in everything from maintaining muscle health to regulating blood-sugar levels. This can
happen after 150 minutes of moderate exercise, or far shorter periods of vigorous exercise.
The most extreme end of this is something dubbed the “one-minute workout”, a form of HIIT. In total, it involves
three 20-second bursts of all-out exertion, with one to two minutes of recovery in between, a three-minute
warm-up, and a two-minute cool-down at the end.
Gibala believes that this can have the same health benefits as a half-hour jog in the park – ideal for busy office
workers trying to squeeze in a workout in their lunch break. This is because it’s conducted at the highest possible
intensity, up to 90% of your maximum heart rate – roughly calculated as 220 minus your age.
However, HIIT has not been without its controversies. Other scientists have found cases of a rare condition called
rhabdomyolysis among HIIT newcomers unaccustomed to the intense strain of these workouts. This occurs when
intracellular muscle constituents break down in an uncontrollable fashion and leak into the bloodstream, causing
pain and potentially leading to kidney damage if ignored.
Wary of this, governing bodies are holding back on officially advocating these regimes to the public until more
data is available on who is and isn’t suitable for HIIT training, and whether it can be done safely over the course
of years and decades without risking injuries.
The latest Public Health England guidelines have still tried to embrace higher-intensity exercise, but with a more
cautionary approach. They suggest a minimum of 75 minutes of exercise per week at a vigorous intensity: not as
full-on as HIIT, but a brisk enough jog or cycle for you not to be able to speak in full sentences while exercising –
and as the recommended alternative to 150 minutes a week of moderate-intensity exercise.
“This means you could do three 25-minute cardio workouts a week and you’re meeting the minimum health
requirements,” Gottschall says. “That’s still much more feasible for people.”

Exercise more with age

While more intense workouts can cut the amount of weekly time we need to spend on cardio, the same doesn’t
apply for other categories of exercise, such as strength training and stretching.
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In fact, while pumping iron may be typically associated with young bodybuilders, working on muscle strength
and flexibility through sets of weight training or yoga sessions actually becomes more important as we age.
“As you get older, you’re naturally losing connections between the nerves and the muscles, leading to weakness,
and eventually lack of independence, and increased risk of falling,” Gottschall says. “But studies have shown that
strength training such as cycling on an exercise bike with a high resistance can help negate this, and even
improve other things, such as bone density.”
In fact, Tarnopolsky believes that the minimum amount of exercise we need to do to stay healthy increases with
age, especially past 50, to the extent where we should try to do some kind of muscle-strengthening activity
every day, and an hour of stretching a week.
“Keeping all the balls in the air does take a lot more time as you get older,” he says. “Just doing cardio alone
doesn’t help with strength, which is continuously declining throughout middle and old age. Flexibility is more
important to work on as you get older, because there’s increased collagen deposition in muscle, which makes
you feel stiffer; so stretching keeps your joints healthy.”
While this may sound impractical to some, Tarnopolsky points out that time restrictions are often less of an issue
when you’re older. “You have more time to fit these things in, especially once you’re retired,” he says. “And the
key thing is, you can always improve what you have. We’ve done many studies with strength training which show
that the body does respond, even with people in their 80s who have never done it before in their life.”

Bespoke workouts

There’s also growing evidence that the minimum exercise requirements each of us has to stay healthy is very
individual, something that depends as much on our genes as our age.
Currently, public health guidelines prescribe the same exercise requirements across the board. However, people
who are suffering from – or have a family history which suggests they are genetically at risk of developing –
chronic illnesses such as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, sarcopenia (the degenerative loss of skeletal
muscle mass, quality and strength associated with ageing), arthritis and osteoporosis are thought to have a
greater minimum exercise requirement than those outside this category. According to Tarnopolsky, “As a rough
approximation, these people should probably be exercising 50% more than the minimum recommendation.”
Of course, a regime would need to be tailored to the person’s condition and individual requirements. Those at
risk of sarcopenia would probably need to devote more minutes to strength training, while type 2 diabetics are
thought to require both more cardio and more weights than the rest of us.
“Blood sugar is greatly impacted by daily bouts of physical activity, so a type 2 diabetic really should be doing
cardio every day,” says Gary Liguori, professor of health sciences at the University of Rhode Island. “Blood sugar
is absorbed by the muscles, so strength training has benefits too, because if you can increase muscle surface
area, that allows it to clear so much more sugar from the blood.”
Persuading people to do even more exercise for their particular health condition, when so few even hit the
minimum requirements, may seem a stretch, but Tarnopolsky says this simply shows that our perspectives on
exercise need to change.
“We have to start thinking of exercise as a drug,” he says. “Therefore, if you have a strong family history, which
indicates a genetic risk factor, or something happens which proves you have that disease, you should make the
time. Even if you exercised for half an hour every single day for seven days a week, that’s a tiny fraction of 16
waking hours. And after all, time doesn’t really matter when you’re dead.”
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Daily Walks May Decrease Severity of First Time Strokes

Story at-a-glance -

Data extracted from two Swedish stroke registries involving 925 adult stroke survivors, with an average age of
73, associated weekly exercise with a reduction in stroke severity
While noting the positive effects of exercise on strokes, the researchers observed that neither diabetes, the
patient’s sex and smoking, nor the use of blood pressure medication or statin drugs, influenced stroke severity
When it comes to safeguarding your cardiovascular health, regular exercise provides many benefits and the
current study suggests even low to moderate physical activity can be beneficial for stroke prevention
An observational study conducted in the U.S. and Uganda suggests Americans tend to walk faster with a partner
and especially when accompanied by children, whereas Ugandans slow down
A new study based on Swedish stroke registries suggests adults who participate in light to moderate physical
activity may have less severe strokes than their physically inactive peers. The researchers recommended at least
four hours of walking or two to three hours of swimming a week as a potential means of reducing stroke
severity.
Since it's rare to find a health condition that cannot be improved by exercise, these findings are not surprising.
Especially when it comes to safeguarding your cardiovascular health, regular exercise provides numerous
benefits. Let's take a closer look at how walking can boost your overall health and well-being, particularly as it
relates to strokes.

Research Associates Exercise With a Reduction in Stroke Severity

The September 2018 edition of the journal Neurology1 highlights research about the potential relationship
between physical activity and strokes. Data extracted from two Swedish stroke registries, involving 925 adult
stroke survivors with an average age of 73 (range 20 to 104), associated weekly exercise with a reduction in
stroke severity.
Notably, the data on exercise habits was self-reported and gathered only after the participants had suffered a
stroke — two potentially limiting factors for the research. After all, a person's memory and cognition may be
negatively affected by even a mild stroke and those effects would likely be amplified in cases of a severe stroke.
Researchers noted that 80 percent of the study participants had suffered a mild stroke and nearly 94 percent
had had an ischemic stroke. About the study, Dr. Katharina Sunnerhagen, professor and chief physician in the
department of clinical neuroscience at the University of Gothenburg in Sweden, stated:2
11

"Stroke is a major cause of serious disability, so finding ways to prevent stroke or reduce the disability caused by
stroke [is] important. While exercise benefits health in many ways, our research suggests that even simply getting in
a small amount of physical activity each week may have a big impact later by possibly reducing the severity of a
stroke."
With respect to classifying their prestroke physical activity, participants were asked after the fact about their
movement and exercise habits during leisure time before they had the stroke. Sunnerhagen and her team
estimated the average amount of physical activity for each participant based on questions related to the
duration and intensity of exercise performed. Below are some additional facts about the study: 3
Fifty-two percent of the participants said they were not physically active before their stroke; 42 percent had
engaged in light activity; and 6 percent were involved in moderate physical activity
Light physical activity was defined as walking at least four hours a week
Moderate physical activity was defined as engaging in more intense forms of exercise such as brisk walking,
running or swimming for two to three hours per week
Relatives were asked to confirm the exercise levels reported by stroke survivors, when needed
Neither diabetes, the patient's sex and smoking, nor the use of blood pressure medication or statin drugs,
influenced stroke severity
Based on the data, the researchers noted people who engaged in light to moderate physical activity before their
stroke were twice as likely to have a mild stroke when compared to people who were physically inactive. Based
on the outcomes, light and moderate physical activity were found to be equally beneficial, which means getting
any kind of exercise is helpful to reduce stroke severity.
"There is a growing body of evidence that [suggests] physical activity may have a protective effect on the brain,"
says Sunnerhagen. "Further research is needed to better understand just how physical activity influences the
severity of a stroke."4 For now, she recommends physical inactivity be monitored as a possible risk factor for
severe stroke.

Regular Exercise Is One of the Keys to Optimal Health

For strokes and nearly every other health condition, getting even a little exercise is better than none. In fact, it
will be impossible for you to achieve optimal health unless you exercise on a regular basis. (Eating a healthy diet
and getting sufficient sleep are two other important factors to ensure your well-being.)
In an editorial accompanying the Swedish research, Nicole Spartano, Ph.D., research assistant professor of
medicine in endocrinology, diabetes, nutrition and weight management at Boston University School of Medicine,
and Julie Bernhardt, Ph.D., physiotherapist and clinical head of the stroke division at the Florey Institute of
Neuroscience and Mental Health at the University of Melbourne in Australia, underscore the strong
epidemiologic evidence that supports physical activity's effectiveness to prevent stroke. They stated:5
"Physical activity has a favorable effect on vascular risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, obesity, lipid
profile and psychosocial factors, each known to affect stroke risk.
A growing body of literature also suggests that even among individuals who have [had a] stroke, those who led a
physically active lifestyle tended to have less severe strokes. Furthermore, experimental research in animal models
supports the value of exercise before and after stroke as a modifier of poststroke outcome."
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On a weekly basis, the American Heart Association (AHA)6 recommends you get 150 minutes of moderate
exercise or 75 minutes of vigorous exercise, or a combination of both types. For moderate exercise, all you need
to do is walk for 30 minutes a day, five days a week. If you prefer vigorous activities like biking or running, you
should target at least 25 minutes a day, three days a week.
"Even quite light physical activity — such as walking for at least half an hour a day — enhances the chances of
having a milder stroke compared to inactive persons," Sunnerhagen told MedPage Today.7
The AHA also recommends you add moderate- to high-intensity muscle strengthening activity at least two days a
week. One of my favorite types of high-intensity exercise is the four-minute Nitric Oxide Dump workout. For the best
results, I suggest you perform the routine every day, at least three times a day. Once you try it, you're likely to
make it part of your daily exercise regimen.
Keep in mind that, generally speaking, the more vigorous the activity, the less time needed to get results. So with
high-intensity activities like high-intensity interval training (HIIT), you can achieve significant health benefits in just
minutes a week.
Beyond increasing your frequency of exercise, it's imperative you also take a closer look at how much time you
spend sitting. A sedentary lifestyle is fast becoming a significant risk factor for chronic disease. With respect to the
current study, Dr. Robert Glatter from the department of emergency medicine at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York
City, commented in Forbes:8
"Exercise and staying active is crucial as we age. The study, while limited due to the bias of self-reported data, still
offers sound advice. Engaging in exercise may offer an extra benefit as we age, reducing the chances of having a
debilitating stroke that could leave us paralyzed or reduce [our] cognitive abilities.
What's clear from a growing body of medical literature is that our principal enemy is physical inactivity. We have to
fight the urge to sit, and get up and become more active throughout the day and our lives."

Do You Know the Risk Factors for Stroke?

Glatter also called out modifiable factors known to influence your stroke risk. Left unchecked, he noted the
following conditions can increase your risk of stroke:9
Atrial fibrillation (AFib)

Cholesterol (Note: It's important to balance your levels, not eliminate cholesterol from your diet)
Diabetes

High blood pressure
With the exception of AFib, Glatter notes the other factors also have been shown to increase your risk of
coronary artery disease, making you susceptible to a heart attack.10 In case you are unfamiliar with AFib, it is an
irregular or quivering heartbeat (also known as an arrhythmia) that can lead to blood clots, heart failure and
stroke.
The AHA says11 when left unchecked AFib doubles your risk of heart-related deaths and is associated with a
fivefold increased risk for stroke. They also note some 2.7 million Americans are affected by AFib. If you are
dealing with AFib or one or more of the other risk factors, it's important you face the reality you may be more
vulnerable to stroke.
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Certainly, it's worth your time to dig into any potential underlying causes. For example, with respect to AFib,
hyperthyroidism might be driving the arrhythmia. If so, treating the thyroid condition may be enough to resolve
AFib. Similarly, if your high blood pressure is primarily driven by obesity, perhaps it's time to overhaul your diet.
By reducing or eliminating your intake of processed foods and sugar you can get back to a healthy weight that will
most likely bring your blood pressure down.
Type 2 diabetes also has been shown to be reversable through dietary and lifestyle changes. If you are prediabetic

or diabetic, reducing your fructose consumption is a great first step you can take to better your health. Strive for
less than 15 grams per day of fructose from whole fruit and other sources. Finally, for useful information on
balancing your cholesterol levels, check out my "How to Make Sense of Your Cholesterol Levels Infographic."

Exercise Is Great for Your Brain

Spartano and Bernhardt believe exercise may help make your brain more resilient, which is something I also
believe. They stated, "Physical activity induces angiogenesis, neurogenesis and synaptogenesis in the brain and
likely contributes to resiliency of the brain, the brain's cognitive reserve, through these mechanisms."12
In addition, they highlighted earlier research13 suggesting low-intensity daily walking helped preserve
hippocampal volume and cognitive function in older adults. Spartano and Bernhardt noted that research
"provides some of the strongest evidence for the influence of physical activity on cognitive reserve."14
To me, exercise is beneficial in helping to promote mitochondrial changes that can lead to whole-body benefits.
Even low-intensity exercise like walking can be a "remedy" for the declines in mitochondrial biogenesis and
mitochondrial protein quality typically seen with aging.
Exercise can also promote mitochondrial biogenesis in the brain, potentially leading to a reduction or reversal of
age-associated decline in cognitive function and assistance in repairing brain damage after a stroke. 15,16 The
researchers who evaluated the effects of treadmill exercise on lab rats subjected to ischemia, said:17
"The results indicate that exercise can promote mitochondrial biogenesis after ischemic injury, which may serve as a
novel component of exercise-induced repair mechanisms of the brain.
Understanding the molecular basis for exercise-induced neuroprotection may be beneficial in the development of
therapeutic approaches for brain recovery from the ischemic injury. Based upon our findings, stimulation or
enhancement of mitochondrial biogenesis may prove a novel neuroprotective strategy in the future."
Spartano and Bernhardt commented that animal studies also have demonstrated the role of exercise in
promoting redundancies in your cerebrovascular system and decreasing stroke severity.18
"Maintaining an active lifestyle may help retain this collateral circulation, as well as having other protective
effects on cognitive reserve that we have yet to fully understand," they noted. "A physically active person who
has a stroke might, therefore, be protected." 19 The bottom line: Physical exercise is good for your brain and a
potential "insurance policy" against strokes.

Cross-Cultural Study Evaluates the Dynamics of Walking

While you may not give much thought to how you walk, research published in the journal PeerJ — Life &
Environment20 suggests there are unique aspects of this common physical activity that vary from country to
country. After observing hundreds of walkers in the Northwestern U.S. and in Central Uganda, researchers from
Seattle Pacific University assert people walk differently depending on where they live and with whom they walk.
In Seattle, Washington, they noted:
• People sped up when they walked with others
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•
•

Men hurried when walking with other men
Both men and women walked, on average, about 20 percent faster when walking with children

In Mukono, Uganda, they observed:
• People walked more quickly when they were alone; the pace of solo Ugandan walkers averaged about 11
percent faster than lone walkers in Seattle
• Walkers in groups were slower
• Both men and women walked, on average, about 16 percent slower when accompanied by children,
whether the kids were carried or walked on their own
Given the observational nature of the study — the researchers did not interview any of the participants — the
motivating factors of the walkers remains unknown. That said, lead researcher Cara Wall-Scheffler, Ph.D., biology
professor at Seattle Pacific University, offers a hypothesis.
She stated, "It seems plausible that people in Uganda use their time when they are walking in groups to socialize
and bond."21 That may explain why they walk slowly with others, she says.
Wall-Scheffler and her undergraduate researcher Leah Bouterse observed the pace of group walking in the U.S.
was quite different from what they saw in Uganda. "If the kids are with you, the walking seems to become more
task-oriented [in the U.S.]," Wall-Scheffler said. "You have to get things done. You hurry."22
Whether you choose to walk in a group or alone, walking is an easy exercise you can engage in nearly anywhere
— and, as noted in the video above, it changes your body in positive ways. Now that you know even lowintensity walking can potentially help protect your brain from strokes, or at least reduce the stroke intensity, it's
time to lace up your shoes and get moving.

The Patient’s Wife Thought Her Husband Was Being Treated for the Wrong
Disease. She Was Right.

“I guess it’s my time,” the 50-year-old man said quietly as his wife drove him home from his doctor’s office in
southwest Houston. “No,” his wife responded sharply. “I won’t accept that. We’re going to get a second
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opinion.” To the patient, a software engineer and father of two teenage girls, it seemed as if this was the end of
his 14 months of rapid decline from a robust man to this skeleton who needed a walker to get from car to door.
Just two summers before, he was healthy. By fall, he noticed that his morning walks with his golden retriever
were getting shorter. His 30-minute route became 20, then 10, then even less. His feet felt like bricks: cold,
unfeeling, heavy. A simple trip to the park or upstairs to their bedroom felt like a workout.
First, he went to see his primary-care doctor. He had no fevers or chills. His appetite was good, though he’d lost
weight. He was sleeping fine. His exam seemed normal until the doctor tapped the front of his knee with his little
rubber hammer. Nothing happened. There was no kick reflex. He tried again; still nothing. He tapped the
tendons behind his ankles and the ligaments in his forearms, but he couldn’t elicit the normal jerks of an intact
reflex.

In Search of Missing Reflexes

His doctor wasn’t sure what was wrong, but he was worried. He referred his patient to a neurologist for further
evaluation. When that doctor examined him, he noticed significant weakness in the man’s hip and leg muscles.
His shoulders and arms were not as strong as they should have been. And he had no reflexes anywhere. The
neurologist reviewed the blood test obtained by the primary-care doctor. It wasn’t his muscles. It wasn’t his
thyroid. There was no sign of anemia, infection or inflammation.
The loss of reflexes indicated that the man’s weakness was probably caused by his nerves rather than his
muscles. The neurologist performed a nerve-conduction study, during which a tiny electrode, inserted into the
muscle, measures the electrical impulses the nerve fibers send to the brain when the muscle is working. In areas
of the patient’s weakness, the test showed that the fine strands of nerve tissue were damaged and transmission
was slowed. A spinal tap revealed high levels of protein in the cerebral spinal fluid, suggesting that the patient
might have some type of autoimmune neuropathy, nerve damage caused by rogue antibodies. The neurologist
thought the patient most likely had either Guillain-Barré syndrome (G.B.S.) or its longer-lasting cousin, chronic
inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (C.I.D.P.).

Feeling Better, Then Worse

The doctor first treated him with plasmapheresis — a technique that removes antibodies from the circulation.
This process can be used to treat both G.B.S. and C.I.D.P. It worked. In the weeks following that first series of
treatments, the man felt stronger. He was excited to be back to about 70 percent of normal. But it didn’t last.
Two months after his last treatment, he started losing ground. His balance went, and after a couple of falls, he
had to start relying on a cane. The doctor changed his treatment to IVIG — intravenous gamma globulin,
flooding his system with other people’s antibodies. Maybe it helped a little, but he continued to weaken. The
cane stopped being enough, and he had to use a wheelchair outside the house.
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Could It Be a Zebra?

Throughout this devastating illness, the man’s wife had taken the research and problem-solving skills she’d
developed as a lawyer and tried to apply them to his case. She recalled that the neurologist had mentioned the
possibility that he had POEMS — an acronym of the symptoms caused by an overproduction of antibodies,
including polyneuropathy (pain and weakness and a loss of sensation in different parts of the body),
organomegaly (enlarged organs), endocrinopathy (hormonal abnormalities), monoclonal plasma cell
proliferation (too many antibody-producing cells) and skin changes. But he had ruled out that diagnosis.
Reading up on it, she found case reports of patients who sounded remarkably like her husband. He had at least
two of the symptoms (polyneuropathy and monoclonal plasma cell proliferation). Maybe it is POEMS, she
suggested to the neurologist. Not likely, he said. It’s quite rare, and her husband didn’t fully fit the diagnostic
criteria. Besides, the proliferation of antibodies that made him think of POEMS in the first place is seen in up to 10
percent of patients with C.I.D.P. He cited the aphorism leveled at all who suspect “zebras”: An unusual
manifestation of a common disease is much more likely than even a classic presentation of a rare disease.
That’s when the patient’s wife decided they needed a second opinion and made an appointment with Dr. Kazim
Sheikh, a neurologist at the University of Texas at Houston. The first neurologist had encouraged them to seek a
new neurologist, because if the patient didn’t have C.I.D.P., he wasn’t sure what he had.

An Important Clue

She took her husband to see Dr. Sheikh a few weeks later. He listened to the patient and his wife describe their
hellish year, and even before he examined the patient, he made his first diagnosis: “I think you have a cancer. I’m
not sure what kind, but I think you should be seen at MD Anderson Cancer Center.” She shared her thoughts
about POEMS syndrome. It might fit, he agreed. But there were also other possibilities. He ordered a PET scan to
look for lesions on the bone. In POEMS, patients often develop tumors made up of cells that produce antibodies.
A PET scan looks for cell activity, and because malignant tumors are constantly producing abnormal cells, they
light up on this kind of scan. There, on his pelvic bone, was a tiny hot spot, a tumor, too small to be seen on the
earlier scan.

Harsh Treatment

The patient was referred to MD Anderson, where he was finally given the diagnosis of POEMS. Initial treatments
were ineffective. His last chance was a stem-cell transplant. This is a brutal therapy in which after collecting a
sample of stem cells that can grow into both red and white blood cells, the patient is blasted with
chemotherapies designed to kill everything left behind. Only then can the harvested cells be reintroduced to
their newly cleaned bone marrow to repopulate. Cure is nearly 100 percent — for those who survive.
At this point, though, the patient’s doctors were concerned that he was too sick to survive this terrible
treatment. His wife insisted that the doctors should let him take the risk of dying from the treatment rather than
be certain of death without it. Seeing the patient, Dr. Muzaffar Qazilbash, the transplant oncologist, was
reminded of Stephen Hawking, with his six foot frame folded into a wheelchair, shrunk down to just over 100
pounds. He re-evaluated the man — could he survive the procedure? — and agreed.
The patient made it through the transplant and then the many complications afterward. Slowly, slowly, he
recovered. His transplant was just over four years ago. He no longer needs a cane and is back to walking. He’s
once again driving his daughters to their after-school events. And he’s back to work, full time.
He knows that he is one lucky man. He was lucky to have the insurance he had, lucky to have survived both the
disease and the cure and really lucky to have a wife who wasn’t going to let him go.
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What's the minimum amount of exercise you need to stay healthy?

Good news: there's a form of activity out there that'll suit you. And many of them can be incorporated into your
daily routine.
While some of us are setting big exercise goals at the start of the year, like preparing for a marathon, others are
simply aiming to put in the bare minimum needed to stay fit and healthy.
If your fitness goals for the year are simply to ward off ill health and maintain your day-to-day fitness, you might
be wondering: How much exercise do you really need to do? And does walking around the block count?
We asked four experts, and we were pleased to hear it's possible to get results without slogging away for hours
each day.

Get to know the guidelines
Wait, what do exercise terms actually mean?
"Moderate intensity" activities are those that require some effort, but where conversation is still possible — such
as brisk walking, cycling at moderate speeds, horseback riding, swimming, social tennis or dancing.
"Vigorous intensity" activities are those that make you breathe harder or puff and pant, depending on how fit you
are. They include aerobics, cycling fast, jogging and many competitive sports.
Muscle-strengthening exercises include weightlifting, resistance training, bodyweight exercises (such as push-ups,
sit-ups and squats), as well as yoga and Pilates.
Sources: Department of Health; personal trainer Cassie White; Professor Wendy Brown, University of Queensland.
Australia's national exercise guidelines (yes, the government has done the work for us) suggest accumulating 150
to 300 minutes of "moderate intensity" physical activity, or 75 to 150 minutes of "vigorous intensity" physical
activity, each week (or an equivalent combination of both).
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That's an absolute minimum of two and a half hours of moderate intensity activity, or one and a half hours of
high-intensity activity, per week to stay healthy. (Ideally, you'd be doing double that.)
The guidelines also recommend doing muscle-strengthening activities at least two days each week, and
minimising the amount of time spent sitting.
These guidelines apply to adults aged 18-64; there are different guidelines for other age groups.

Make walking and other incidental activities count

If you've been avoiding exercise because you hate sports, the good news is: there's a form of activity out there
that'll suit you.
Many can be incorporated into your daily routine — no gym membership required.
Riding a bike, hiking with friends, or using an elliptical trainer while watching TV are all options. Just make sure
you're doing them at a brisk enough pace that requires some effort.

Riding a bike, hiking with friends, or using stairs instead of the elevator are all ways of incorporating physical
activity into your everyday routine.
Depending on your distance from the office, "walking to and from work is a great thing to do because it builds it
into your day and it just becomes routine," says Professor Wendy Brown from the University of Queensland's
School of Human Movement Studies and lead author on the report that led to the current guidelines.
I
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if you already have a pedometer and aim for 10,000 steps per day, you're probably already hitting the minimum
exercise targets, says Professor Timothy Olds, from the Health Sciences School of the University of South
Australia.
"In 30 minutes, you'd probably do 3,000 steps, and of the 10,000 steps, it may be that 4,000 of those are what
we call background steps, like steps you take around the house," he says.
Timothy Fairchild, an accredited exercise physiologist and Associate Dean (Research) at Murdoch University's
School of Psychology and Exercise Science, agrees.
"If someone hits 10,000 steps a day, then I'd be guessing that they'd be hitting their minimum number of
physical activity targets," Dr Fairchild says.

Smaller chunks of exercise count

If the idea of a 60-minute slog at the gym intimidates you, you'll be pleased to hear adults can meet the minimum
physical activity requirements by adding short bursts of exercise together.
Each burst should be at least 10 minutes long (a brisk walk to the bathroom won't do the trick. Sorry!).
Bonus tip: If you only have a short amount of time to exercise, you'll get more value out of your workout if you
make your exercise vigorous.
"For 10 minutes of exercise, you absolutely get more bang for your buck by going flat out pedal to the metal than
you do by cruising," Professor Olds says.
"That's why there's high-intensity interval training (HIIT)."

Build in some muscle-strengthening exercise
Explainer: exercise doubled

Why are Australians being told to do twice as much exercise? You could be sitting on the answer.

You'll need to complete two sessions of muscle-strengthening activity each week to meet the national minimum
requirements.
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"You need to be doing strength training, whether that's lifting weights or doing body weight exercises. So, you
need to be putting your muscles under load, and you need to be doing it regularly," says Sydney-based personal
trainer Cassie White.
You're unlikely to get enough of this kind of workout from incidental activity, unless you work as a labourer or
are an extremely keen gardener (that would involve "digging and putting things in a wheelbarrow and lifting
pots — not going out with a pair of secateurs and clipping the roses," says Dr Brown.)
That means you'll probably need to actively create a muscle-strengthening routine.
If lifting weights isn't for you, consider finding a workout online, says Ms White. She recommends a routine
involving body weight exercises such as squats, lunges, push ups, planks and hip extensions.
"All you need to do is google 'body weight exercises'. And if you're open to picking up some resistance bands,
then you've opened up another world of exercises you can do at home."
Pilates and yoga also count, whether you attend a class or find one you like online.

Pilates and yoga are just two of many options when it comes to meeting your twice-a-week minimum
requirement for muscle-strengthening activity.
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While the guidelines don't say exactly how long these muscle-strengthening workouts should last, Dr Brown
suggests a 15 to 20-minute routine.
"If you did that really religiously twice a week, it would prevent your muscles from disappearing by the time you
reach 60," she says.

Spread your activity throughout the week
When's the best time to exercise?

Experts say exercising in the morning may give you a greater chance of success. Here's why.

Being active on most, and preferably all, days of the week is best, the guidelines say.
But if you're only doing two or three sessions, it's best to spread them throughout the week.
"The one recommendation we would say is you shouldn't have any more than one day back-to-back where you
haven't performed exercise," says Dr Fairchild.
So, if you exercise on a Monday, you can skip Tuesday, but you should exercise on Wednesday.

Sit less and move more

The guidelines recommend minimising the amount of time we spend sedentary (sitting or lying down for long
periods), and breaking up long periods of sitting, to help guard against a host of health issues including weight
gain, type 2 diabetes and heart disease.
Using a standing desk, walking to get your lunch, or incorporating walking meetings into your day can all help.
Limiting your screen time at home can also encourage movement: How about taking your dog for a brisk walk
instead of watching that second episode?

Take it seriously

Ultimately, these exercise goals really are achievable — but you have to take the time to review how much
activity you're really getting, and schedule it in if needed, the experts tell ABC Life.
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Habits that help you age well, no matter how old you are

From the moment you're born, you age. But you'll age better if you focus on these habits at different stages of your life, Dr
Sandro Demaio says.

"We have to move more. And we're just not doing it," Dr Brown says.
"My advice would be: start to take it seriously."
Professor Olds says the benefits of exercise extend far beyond weight loss and aesthetics.
"Exercise affects so many different health aspects: physical health, mental health, everything from diabetes to
depression, from asthma to eczema. It's extraordinarily powerful, the effect of exercise," he says.
"We've had a look at the effect of sitting, the effect of sleep, the effect of physical activity — and every time, for
every disease, for quality of life, for academic performance, for physical health, for mental health, depression,
stress, anxiety, it's physical activity.
"It's the big-ticket item. When you take into account all the other things, physical activity is the overwhelmingly
powerful thing."

30 Minutes of Exercise Can Counteract a Day of Sitting

Most Americans don’t spend enough time being active on a daily basis.
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The vast majority of Americans spend a good portion of their days tethered to a desk. This type of sedentary
lifestyle can take a serious toll on your health and even lead to an early death, research shows.
However, just because you spend most days glued to a chair doesn’t necessarily mean you’re doomed.
Just 30 minutes of physical activity a day can counteract a day of sitting, according to a new study published this
month in the American Journal of Epidemiology.

Physical activity is linked to a longer life

Researchers from Columbia University Irving Medical Center evaluated 7,999 healthy adults, ages 45 and older,
who previously participated in a separate study that required them to wear activity monitors for at least four
days between 2009 and 2013.
The research team used the data from the monitors — which recorded the amount and intensity of physical
activity they did — and, over the course of five years, tracked the mortalities and health risks the participants
experienced.
The study found that substituting 30 minutes of sitting with light physical activity could lower your risks of an
early death by about 17 percent.
Replace that sedentary time with more moderate to vigorous exercise, like running and biking, and you’ll cut the
risk of early mortality by 35 percent. Even short 1 to 2-minute bursts of movement were linked to long-term
valuable health benefits.
“If you have a job or lifestyle that involves a lot of sitting, you can lower your risk of early death by moving more
often, for as long as you want and as your ability allows — whether that means taking an hour-long highintensity spin class or choosing lower-intensity activities, like walking,” lead author of the study Keith Diaz, PhD,
an assistant professor of behavioural medicine at Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and
Surgeons, said in a press release.

Prolonged sitting is dangerous to your health

One in four U.S. adults sit for more than eight hours a day, the CDC states. Furthermore, about 40 percent of
adults don’t bother with physical activity, according to previous research.
Together, both behaviours can be deadly.
In fact, a sedentary lifestyle has been linked to multiple dangerous health risks.
“Sitting for long periods of times — like six to eight hours a day — has increased risk of developing truncal
obesity, hypertension, higher blood sugar, [and] higher cholesterol levels leading to metabolic syndrome, which
then has increased risk of heart attack, stroke, and death from those events,” Dr. Sanjiv Patel, a cardiologist at
Memorial Care Heart & Vascular Institute at Orange Coast Medical Center in Fountain Valley, California, told
Healthline.
That’s because when we sit for an extended period of time, our metabolic system essentially goes to sleep.
We expend less energy, which leads to a build-up of energy in the form of fat, says Patel. This can trigger an
increase in stress hormones, which leads to higher blood pressure and blood sugar — both of which can increase
our risk for chronic diseases.
On top of all of that, when we’re sedentary for hours, our blood isn’t pumping as steadily throughout the entire
body. This can cause our legs to swell up and develop both varicose veins and blood clots.
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Here’s how much you should move
The body was designed to get up and move.

When we move, we increase our muscle strength and cardiovascular health all while cutting down our chances
of developing many diseases, such as cancer and diabetes.
Movement can also improve our overall mood, decrease stress levels, and, ultimately, prolong our lifespan.
“The key message here is that individuals must get up and get moving at least once an hour in an eight-hour day
to reverse the effects of prolonged sitting,” said Dr. Ricardo Cook, an orthopaedic surgeon and sports medicine
specialist at The Centres for Advanced Orthopaedics.
“And, as the study points out, even minimal activity is much more beneficial than doing nothing,” he added.
Here’s the good news: You don’t need a fancy gym membership to reap the benefits.
If you have a desk job, simply make a point to get up every hour or so and spend a few minutes walking around
or stretching, Cook advises. He also recommends engaging in light calisthenics every so often (think: squats,
crunches, or push-ups).
That’s really all it takes to get your muscles moving and blood flowing. Not to mention, a quick trip away from
your desk can improve concentration, relaxation, and focus, according to Cook.
Looking forward, the research team hopes to assess how sitting influences the risk of specific cardiovascular
outcomes — such as heart attack, heart failure, and other cardiovascular-related deaths.
Then, we’ll have an even clearer look at how physical activity — of any intensity or duration — can have a
profound impact on our overall health.

The bottom line

New research from Columbia University shows that getting just 30 minutes of physical activity a day can offset
the health risks associated with prolonged sitting and even extend your lifespan.

NEW data reveals anyone who isn’t an absolute slob never regrets a run.

The results have been welcomed by the nation’s runners with a chorus of ‘no duh’ and is hoped to encourage
lazy so-and-so’s across the country to lace up their shoes and at least go for a brisk stroll.
The research conducted by AIS Applied Research Centre polled one thousand people, just as they pulled up to
their front door after smashing out a few kms. A staggering one-hundred per cent of respondents replied to the
query: “How was that?” With: “Oh, so good.” Even those who were too puffed to respond gave a solid thumbsup, sometimes two.
“The twinkle in their eyes post-pavement pound is a clear indication the blood is rushing away from their shapely
legs and to the tips of their genitals,” says PhD candidate Joe King.
“The findings are unequivocal: it’s impossible to regret a run of any distance, at any pace, on any terrain, despite
the chafe, cramping, blisters, light-headedness, exhaustion and myriad other types of suffering often brought on
by the activity.’
“This is really just confirming what everyone who pounds out long runs for fun already knew,” says lead
researcher Professor Phillip McGroin.
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“Some would say it’s a waste of taxpayer dollars and that we here at the AIS should be figuring out how to make
Australia good at sports that the rest of the world actually cares about, rather than just dominating at Rugby
League and Aussie Rules. To them, I’d say we’re starting to do just that. Running is at the core of so many sports,
and sporting success often starts with running.”
“The next Matt Shirvington isn’t going to pop up with all these kids playing Mine Craft…go for a run, you little
nerds.”

Two control groups were also polled to gauge their sentiment towards clocking running kilometres. One group
was comprised of people who sat on their couches eating chicken crimpy shapes, watching Family Feud,
occasionally swearing at the idiots on there who can’t think of more than two items you’d bring to a barbecue,
while the other group entailed people who went to the gym and listlessly scrolled Instagram while posturing
dangerously close to machines where serious gym-goers were actually working out.
When posed a question about their attitude towards running, responses from these control groups varied
between, “yeah alright”, and “what are you doing in my lounge room?”
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New study offers ‘strongest evidence’ yet that exercise helps prevent
depression

Many people feel a lift in their mood after exercising — now researchers have been able to measure the effect.
Photo: Getty
Does physical activity reduce depression, or does depression reduce physical activity?
It’s a quintessential chicken and egg scenario – and a question that’s plagued scientists for some time.
Now, thanks to the power of modern genomics, a new study published in JAMA Psychiatry provides the
“strongest evidence” yet that exercise has a protective effect against depression.
Using the genetic data of 300,000 adults, researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital found people with
higher levels of physical activity had lower odds of major depressive disorder, lead researcher Karmel Choi said.
“We found evidence that higher levels of physical activity may causally reduce risk for depression,” Dr Choi said.
In fact, the research shows that replacing sedentary behaviour with 15 minutes of vigorous activity each day can
reduce depression risk by roughly 26 per cent.
“On average, doing more physical activity appears to protect against developing depression … and any activity
appears to be better than none.”
While the study showed physical activity could prevent depression, it found no evidence that being diagnosed
with depression affected a person’s ability to exercise.
But people diagnosed with depression are still at an increased risk of reduced physical activity, according to
Joseph Firth, a senior research fellow at Western Sydney University who was not involved in the study.
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“It’s still the case that people with depression are less active than the general population, but [the study] is
saying it’s not necessarily the depression itself that’s driving that relationship,” Dr Firth said.
“It could be social factors, rather than the actual genetics of depression.
“So, it’s still worth thinking about physical activity interventions for people with depression.”

Using exercise as prevention

Dr Firth said the study provided “the strongest evidence” to date for using exercise as a potential strategy to
reduce the risk of depression across the general population.
“Depression is generally regarded as an epidemic, particularly across Western societies – many countries are
struggling with high rates of it,” he said.
“These findings could ultimately inform new public health schemes, which use physical activity and exercise to
not only reduce the risk of physical health problems, but also to combat the mental health epidemic.”
Dr Choi said it was one thing to know that physical activity could be beneficial for preventing depression, and
another to actually get people to be physically active.
“More work needs to be done to figure out how best to tailor recommendations to different kinds of people
with different risk profiles,” she said.
“We currently are looking at whether and how much physical activity can benefit different at-risk groups, such as
people who are genetically vulnerable to depression or those going through stressful situations.
“[We] hope to develop a better understanding of physical activity to promote resilience to depression.”

All ages can benefit from the mental health effects of exercise.

Using a genetic framework

For years, research has demonstrated an association between increased physical activity and a reduced risk of
depression.
However, until now it has been difficult to establish a clear “cause and effect” relationship, and to conclusively
rule out other confounding variables.
So, researchers turned to their attention to genetics – since our genes are randomly assigned to us before birth,
and (largely) independent of environmental and social factors.
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The team looked at people who carry genetic variants associated with increased physical activity, and whether
these variants impacted their risk of depression.
Their reasoning was that, if exercise does reduce the incidence of depression, then people carrying gene variants
that predispose them to exercise should proportionally be less likely to get depressed.
“If A causes B in the real world, any factor that influences A should also influence B in a similar way,” Dr Choi
said.
And that was exactly what researchers found: Higher levels of physical activity (objectively measured, and
indicated by associated gene variants) were linked to lower levels of depression.
The findings were not replicated when people self-reported physical activity, suggesting people may not be good
at accurately reporting their true levels of exercise.
“Knowing whether an associated factor actually causes an outcome is important, because we want to invest in
preventive strategies that really work,” Dr Choi said.

It’s not a two-way street

To work out whether the relationship between exercise and depression goes both ways, researchers also looked
at whether genetic variants that predispose people to depression were associated with changes in rates of
physical activity.
Researchers found this was not the case – there was no evidence to support the idea that depression itself
reduces rates of exercise.
“We did not see such a pattern in the genetic data, regardless of how physical activity was measured,” Dr Choi
said.
Alex Parker, a professor of physical activity and mental health at Victoria University, said the study’s finding that
replacing sedentary behaviour with movement could reduce depression risk was in line with previous research.
“There’s definitely some similarity between what the authors proposed in this study as conferring a proactive
effect … with what we know from the bulk of the studies that have looked at exercise for treating depression,”
Professor Parker said.
“There seems to be a fair way to go in terms of being certain about the dose of exercise required for antidepressant effects.
“But there is a suggestion that to get mental health benefits from engaging in physical activity – the dose of
activity might be less than it is to get a physical health benefit.”

How Exercise May Protect Against Alzheimer’s

Athletes know a vigorous workout can release a flood of endorphins: “feel-good” hormones that boost mood.
Now there’s evidence that exercise produces another hormone that may improve memory and protect against
Alzheimer’s disease, according to a study co-led by Ottavio Arancio, MD, PhD, a researcher at Columbia
University’s Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons and Taub Institute for Research on Alzheimer’s Disease
and the Aging Brain.
The study was published in Nature Medicine.
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Physical activity is known to improve memory, and studies suggest it may also reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s
disease. But researchers don’t understand why.
A few years ago, exercise researchers discovered a hormone called irisin that is released into the circulation
during physical activity. Initial studies suggested that irisin mainly played a role in energy metabolism. But newer
research found that the hormone may also promote neuronal growth in the brain’s hippocampus, a region
critical for learning and memory.
“This raised the possibility that irisin may help explain why physical activity improves memory and seems to play
a protective role in brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease” says Arancio, who is a professor of pathology
and cell biology and of medicine at Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons.
Irisin is reduced in brains of people with Alzheimer’s
In the new study, Arancio and his colleagues at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil and Queens
University in Canada first looked for a link between irisin and Alzheimer’s in people. Using tissue samples from
brain banks, they found that irisin is present in the human hippocampus and that hippocampal levels of the
hormone are reduced in individuals with Alzheimer’s.
To explore what irisin does in the brain, the team turned to mice. These experiments show that irisin, in mice,
protects the brain’s synapses and the animals’ memory: When irisin was disabled in the hippocampus of healthy
mice, synapses and memory weakened. Similarly, boosting brain levels of irisin improved both measures of brain
health.
Swimming boosts irisin, protects memory in mice
The researchers then looked at the effect of exercise on irisin and the brain. In the study’s most compelling
experiments, the researchers found that mice who swam nearly every day for five weeks did not develop
memory impairment despite getting infusions of beta amyloid — the neuron-clogging, memory-robbing protein
implicated in Alzheimer’s.
Blocking irisin with a drug completely eliminated the benefits of swimming, the researchers also found. Mice
who swam and were treated with irisin-blocking substances performed no better on memory tests than
sedentary animals after infusions with beta amyloid.
Together the findings suggest that irisin could be exploited to find a novel therapy for preventing or treating
dementia in humans, Arancio says. His team is now searching for pharmaceutical compounds that can increase
brain levels of the hormone or can mimic its action.
“In the meantime, I would certainly encourage everyone to exercise, to promote brain function and overall
health,” he said. “But that’s not possible for many people, especially those with age-related conditions like heart
disease, arthritis, or dementia. For those individuals, there’s a particular need for drugs that can mimic the
effects of irisin and protect synapses and prevent cognitive decline.”
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Most fitness apps don’t do much to get you healthy, study finds

New research has found many apps struggle to improve behaviours. Health professionals have pointed to
instances where they can be effective. Photo: Getty
Researchers have delivered sobering news to fitness aficionados who appreciate the convenience of health and
wellbeing mobile apps – a vast majority fall short of improving healthy behaviours.
Combined research from VicHealth and Deakin University revealed two apps from a list of 348 obtained a fourstar rating, with three-quarters achieving a rating of 2.5 or lower.
The research team assessed each app on two scales: functionality (including ease of use and crashing potential),
and effectiveness in altering consumer behaviour (based on goal-setting techniques, rewards and ongoing
feedback).

The research found apps that provide ongoing feedback to users were among the most beneficial.
Dr Fiona McKay, lead researcher from Deakin’s School of Health and Social Development, said consumers should
be apprehensive when entrusting fitness apps to alter their lifestyle.
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“While there are some good apps out there, a lot of apps just don’t have the features that will help people to be
healthier,” Dr McKay said.
“Most people have a phone in their pocket all day, we think that using an app on a phone is one way to improve
health and wellbeing.”
VicHealth executive manager of programs Kirstan Corben says the results were alarming, given more than 30 per
cent of Australians use mobile apps to try and adopt a healthy lifestyle.

Which apps kick goals, and which fail to deliver

The two apps that secured a four-star rating were developed in conjunction with health professionals, free to
download, but had additional costs for a long-term subscription.

The two best performing apps according to the combined study.
Quit Genius by Digital Therapeutics Ltd is an anti-smoking app that, according to the company’s website, uses
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) techniques and multimedia to kick smoking habits in the butt.
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GoBlue International’s Unwinding Anxiety guides users through a series of video lessons to combat anxious ways
of thinking, weekly chats with experts and progress tracking via journaling.
A number of physical activity apps also rated highly, including the FitBit companion app, a suite of Under Armour
exercise mapping programs, and the My Fitness app by former Biggest Loser coach Jillian Michaels.
Some of the highest-priced apps on the list happened to rate among the most poorly.
A Million Workouts costs $49.99 to download, but lacks features like social media integration, daily reminders
and a robust, app-specific community.
Accredited practising dietitian and spokesperson for the Dietitians Association of Australia Anika Rouf says
customers should consider an app’s developer before hitting the download button.
“Ensure it comes from a credible source, for example, a lot of them are fully commercial and there are no health
professionals involved,” she said.
“So, ensure it’s regulated by a health organisation or government, and something that’s Australian or in line with
Australian guidelines.”

Health professionals say there are times when apps can be incredibly useful. For example, in highlighting food
that contains allergens.
Ms Corben says consumers should consider using trial periods before committing to a purchase.
“We recommend people avoid paying a lot of money to download apps – pick one with a free trial period to
check if it’s right for you,” she said.
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“Also be aware many apps might be free to download but have sneaky costs, like charging you to unlock
features.”

How to use health and wellbeing apps effectively

HEAL project officer at Exercise and Sport Science Australia Daniel Berkelmans says apps can be best used in
conjunction with a program designed by an accredited health professional.
He says apps should never be a stand-alone substitute, but sees benefits in apps that clearly identify goals and
allow users to share progress with friends on social media.
“For those people that already have their goal in place and use apps to track progress and share progress with
likeminded individuals, apps tend to be more beneficial,” he said.
“Those that need more guidance to set goals or begin exercise behaviour and integrate them into their lives and
identify barriers to exercise, they should see a health professional first.”
Rouf says apps that scan barcodes and provide allergen advice can benefit food allergy sufferers.
“For someone who coeliac disease, apps like that are really useful because it’s time consuming to read all the
little details,” she said

'I wouldn't wish an exercise addiction on anyone'

“I wish I had an exercise addiction", is a quip physiotherapist and nutritionist Dr Vanessa Alford has heard many
times. As an elite marathon runner, sponsored by Nike, New Balance, and sports drink HTW-O, Alford was a
fitspiration pin-up-girl for our go-hard-or-go-home exercise culture.

Former exercise addict, Vanessa Alford, had to scale her exercise sessions back from 14 a week to three to gain
enough weight to conceive.
But behind the free sponsorship gear and the trophies, Alford was in the grip of an exercise addiction that
derailed many areas of her health and life.
“Without me realising it, my relationship with exercise went from being a passion to an obsession and then it
became an addiction,” Alford says.
“I couldn’t start the day without running. Just like I can imagine a drug addict feels, it got to the point where I no
longer felt a ‘high’ after a run, but I felt an extreme ‘low’ if I didn’t run.”
I don't want my daughters to be perfectionists
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At the peak of her exercise addiction, Alford was running 15 to 20 hours per week, constantly pushing herself to
run faster and train harder.
She developed chronic fatigue and other symptoms, including dizziness, pins and needles and an inability to
concentrate.
But even that wasn’t enough for Alford to confront her addiction to intense exercise. Once the fatigue
diminished, she resumed it.
“I actually wanted to push my body harder because I felt like I wanted to punish it for inflicting all this suffering
on me,” says Alford who has written about her journey in Fit Not Healthy.
Extremely healthy or excessive: When exercise becomes addiction

Aside from craving the adrenaline rush, the feeling of endorphins flooding her body from exercising, being an
athlete was also a critical part of Alford’s identity. Maintaining this identity also fed her addiction, she says.
Psychologist and Director of BodyMatters Australasia Sarah McMahon says that exercise addiction is not well
understood. Fellow athletes and those looking to shape up often romanticize exercise addiction as “motivation”
and “moral strength”.
“They witness the ‘benefits’ of the excessive behavior, for example improved fitness or weight and shape
changes and are not privy to the destructive, ‘at-any-cost’ reality that includes a completely consumed mindset,
injuries and disintegration of other domains of the exercise addict’s life,” says McMahon.
“This distorted impression contributes to the reinforcing elements of exercise addiction. Onlookers praise what
appears to be culturally sanctioned behavior, rather than having an accurate appreciation that this an addiction
and it comes at a huge cost to that person’s life.”
According to McMahon, exercise addictions don’t just affect people’s physical health. Like other forms of
addiction, they can also damage family relationships, work capacity, concentration and change people’s
personalities.
As an exercise and health professional, Alford knew that her extreme and obsessive training wasn’t healthy. She
also had her family, and numerous doctors telling her that she needed to stop training so hard.
“I didn’t listen to any of them. ‘What would they, know?’ I thought. They’re not marathon runners,” Alford says.
McMahon says that loved ones often become aware and concerned about a person’s exercise addiction before
the athlete themselves realizes it themselves.
I think a lot of people don't realize how detrimental exercise addiction can be to your health. I wouldn’t wish it on
anybody.
“They are the ones who see the cost to the sufferer and the ones that often reach out to get help,” she says.
“The sufferer is often so enmeshed in the addiction and fearful of change that they lack the capacity for
perspective and motivation to recover.”
Alford’s road to recovery from her exercise addiction began when she wanted to have children. She was able to
shift her focus from the goal of exercising to the goal of conceiving.
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"I hadn’t had a period for about six years because I was too lean and exercising too much, so I went from
exercising 14 times a week to three. I put on seven kilos in two months." Within months, her debilitating
symptoms had disappeared, and she became pregnant.
Now pregnant with her third child, Alford believes that her exercise addiction is behind her. But she makes a
conscious effort to approach her exercise and eating with moderation, so she doesn’t spiral back into addiction.
“I think a lot of people don't realize just how detrimental exercise addiction can be to your health,” says Alford.
“I wouldn’t wish it on anybody.”
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